INSTALLATION GUIDE
CONSOLE SYSTEM (ROOF PARALLEL)
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System Overview
Assembly Bracket
#250058 Assembly Bracket alu (40x40)
#250059 Assembly Bracket black (40x40)
#250045 Assembly Bracket alu (40x80)
#250046 Assembly Bracket black (40x80)

Middle Clamp
#250062 Middle Clamp alu
#250063 Middle Clamp black
#250040 Middle Clamp alu
#250041 Middle Clamp black
#250042 Middle Clamp alu
#250043 Middle Clamp black
#250114 Middle Clamp Frameless

End Clamp
#250064 End Clamp alu (30 mm)
#250065 End Clamp black (30 mm)
#250032 End Clamp alu (35 mm)
#250033 End Clamp black (35 mm)
#250034 End Clamp alu (40 mm)
#250035 End Clamp black (40 mm)
#250036 End Clamp alu (46 mm)
#250037 End Clamp black (46 mm)
#250038 End Clamp alu (50 mm)
#250039 End Clamp black (50 mm)
#250115 End Clamp Frameless black (4 - 8 mm)

Module Assembly Bracket
#250069 Module Assembly Bracket alu (40x40)
#250054 Assembly Bracket alu (40x80)
Carriage Profile
#250010 Carriage Profile alu (40x80x3400)
#250011 Carriage Profile black (40x80x3400)
#250012 Carriage Profile alu (40x80x6250)
#250013 Carriage Profile alu (40x40x6250)
Fix Point Bracket
#250044 Fix Point Bracket (40x80)
#250060 Fix Point Bracket (40x40)
#240002 Customized Console Bracket

Console Connector
#240010 Pin bolt (M12x80)
#250061 Pin bolt (M12x150)
#240013 Rigid Leveling Fastener (M12x60)

Roof Console DirectFix
#220062-1xx 1 layer
#230062-1xx 2 layer

Roof Console for Pitched Roof
#225000-1xx 1 layer of bitumen
#225000-2xx foil (pvc, fpo, tpo etc.)

Flashing fasterners
#215001 Socket Set Screw (M12x200)
#215002 Toggle Anchor (M10x200)
#215005 Toggle Anchor for Inclinded Roof (M12x250)

End Cover
#250068 Carriage Profile End Cover (40x40)
#250047 Carriage Profile End Cover (40x80)
Roof Console
#220063-1xx 1 layer of bitumen
#230063-1xx 2 layer of bitumen
#220063-2xx foil (pvc, fpo, tpo etc.)

Console Anchors DirectFix
210072-250 Concrete Anchor DirectFix (250 mm)
210072-500 Concrete Anchor DirectFix (500 mm)
210073-250 Wood Anchor DirectFix (250 mm)
210073-500 Wood Anchor DirectFix (500 mm)
210074-250 Trapez Anchor DirectFix (250 mm)
210074-500 Trapez Anchor DirectFix (500 mm)
210053 Seal for Leveled Vapor Barrier

Console Adapter
#250087 Console Adapter (Ø80)
#250084 (Console Adapter (Ø40x150)
#250085 (Console Adapter (Ø40x300)
#250086 (Console Adapter (Ø40x450)

Console Anchors
#210065 Toggle-Anchor
#210066 Wood Screw
#210067 Concrete Bolt
#215004 Toggle Anchor (M12x200)
#250082 Concrete Bolt (M12x200)
#250088 Hanger Bolt Wood (M12x200)
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1. Positioning of Roof Consoles
Positioning of Roof Consoles depends on
eachindividual project and the size of the give
module. Specific module dimensions are defined
in the corresponding technical design report or technical
drawings created for the project by FIXNORDIC.

! The orientation of carriage profiles
can be oriented either parallel
or perpendicular to the edge of the
roof. The specific details will be presented in the project documents.

The illustration above shows the generally allowed tolerances for positioning of Roof Consoles.
If larger deviations are needed, FIXNORDIC A/S must be contacted.
*Please cross check with possible specific panel manufacturer requirements for clamping zones.

2. Installation of Roof Consoles
Details about how to install FIXNORDIC Roof Consoles correctly are
found in the separate installation guide lines and videos available at
www.fixnordic.dk. Please note that each guide is specific for one roof
type only.
Please also notice that project specific installation guide lines may
have to be applied.
The exact type of Roof Console must be chosen in collaboration
with FIXNORDIC or with the roofing company working on the
installation. This must be one in line with general guidelines,
best practices and warranty specifications on the specific roof.
The general rule is that Roof Consoles must be specified with the
same type of membrane as the roof on which these are to be installed.

On this illustration the installed Roof
Consoles are presented in an installation
state where they are ready for the following installation of the Roof Parallel frame
system.

Specific Roof Console installation guide lines

THERMAL
COLLECTORS/CLIMA
WOODEN RAFTERS (COLD

THERMAL
COLLECTORS/CLIMA
TRAPEZ STEEL DECK

THERMAL
COLLECTORS/CLIMA
PRECAST CONCRETE

THERMAL
COLLECTORS/CLIMA
WOODEN RAFTERS (WARM

ROOF)

(WARM ROOF)

DECK (WARM ROOF)

ROOF)

WOODEN RAFTERS (COLD
ROOF)
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3. Leveling of the solar panels about the roof surface
When a roof parallel solar installation is planned the reference height of the installation
above the Roof Surface must be set with regards to the standard system components.
Generally two different solutions are used;
one where the Fix Point Bracket is positioned directly on top of the Roof Console, possibly
leveled with spacing washers or one where standard Pinbolts are applied.

Max. 180 mm

36

Max 150 mm

The Pin Bolt is installed into the internal
M12 thread of each Roof Console. It must
be inserted approximately 20 mm into the
thread and afterwards secured with the
bottom lock nut. Please note that this nut is
the only means of securing the Pin Bolt - and
it must be avoided that the Pin Bolt is
tapped up against the bottom of the M12
thread hole in the Roof Console.
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4. Fix Point Bracket
flexibility and installation

When the leveling method with
adjustning washers must be
applied both the short pinbolt and
the washers will be included in the
project delivery from FIXNORDIC.
The leveling is done by positioning
the 3 washers either all on one side
or a combination.

Min. 50 mm

When the level of the intended face of the solar installation has been set by
paying attension to the highest point of the roof surface (most relevant for
flat roof installations) or specific project requirements the Fix Point Brackets
must be installed. In order to enhance this process the Fix Point Bracket has
been designed with a lot of flexibility which is illustrated on the following
detailed illustrations

Minimum distance between
Carriage Profiles and the roof surface
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Height adjustment with
washers.
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Height adjustment with
Pinbolts

This illustration shows how the Fix Point Bracket canbe installed in different
positions to achieve the desired height and profile position.
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5. Assembly of Carriage Profiles
The first step is to assemble the profiles so that the
total (Module) length is obtained prior to fixing these
to the Fix Point Brackets. This is done by using two
pcs. Assembly Brackets for each assembly point.

x4

Before the bolts are fixed, the Carriage
Profiles must be pushed togeher
whereafter all thehammer-head
bolts are turned and tightened.
* The module length is listed in the
corresponding Technical Design Report
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This illustration showns how the two
Assembly Brackets are positioned in
each profile assembly point.

As the hammer-head bolts are
tightened, they must rotate
~ 90° to secure correct strength
of the assembly. Please note
that each bolt has a marking at
it’s end that shows the position
of the hammer-head bolt.

6. Installation of Carriage Profiles
Before the Carriage Profiles are installed it must be determined how they
must be positioned relative to the position of the Roof Consoles. The exact
details for a given project will be listed in the project documentation.
The Carriage Profiles are installed on the Fix Point Brackets by tightening
the premounted hammer-head bolts in the same way as described for the
Assembly Brackets above.
The assembled Carriage
Profiles must have a length
which is min. the total
lengeh of the give Module
including panel an
installation tolerances.

The illustration shows a profile position for an installation with the carriage profiles oriented parallel to
the ridge of the roof, where the excentricity of the Fix Point Bracket points towards the ridge of the Roof.

The illustration shows a profile position for an installation with the carriage profiles oriented parallel
to the ridge of the roof, where the excentricity of
the Fix Point Bracket points towards the ridge of
the Roof.
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7. Installation of PV-Panels
The installation of the first pv-panel require 2 x End Clamps and 2 x
Middle Clamps. The Middle Clamps are mounted and fixed after the
second pv-panel is in place.

Middle Clamp
Min. 35

x2

x2

The PV Panels are installed on the carriage profiles acc.
to the specific module drawing and acc. to the requirements
from the PV Panel manufacturer about fixation zones.

End Clamp

The Module drawing does not consider possible panel
tolerances and depending on the panel a width tolerance
of typical 3-4 mm must be considered.

The illustrations above show the fixation of pv-panels with End -and Middle
Clamps which, comes preassembled with a hammerhead bolt and flange nut
and the fixation is once again controlled by observing the orientation of the
T-bolt marking.

x4

8. Installation of End Covers
Before the installation is completed
End Covers should be installed
in the Carriage Profiles.
Before this can be done the
Carriage Profiles must be cut to the
right length and in this process it must be observed
that the Min. distance (A) from the profile end to the
nearest PVPanel is kept (previously described under position 7).
Care should be taken not to spray warm metal dust while grinding
on fragile surfaces or flamable materiales.
When the Carriage Profiles are cut the End Covers
can be installed. Due to the geometry of the The End
Cover it can be installed without any deburing of the
freshly cut profile ends. The End Cover furthermore
contain a drainage cut out which will help to drain
the profiles if necessary.

A
The illustration
above shows the
installation of
the End Cover.
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Assembly of modules
When the complete module has bees assembled to
it`s full length a minimum 25 mm play must be cut at
the specified position for the module assembly.
The next step is to reassembly the module
profiles by applying 4 pcs. of the
Module Assembly Bracket.

Before the bolts are fixed,
it must be checked that the
profile are indeed minimum
25 mm apart.
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As the hammer-head bolts are tightened, they must
rotate 90° to secure correct strength
of the assembly.
Please note that each bolt has a marking at it`s end
that shows the position of the hammer-head bolt.
This illustration shows how the two Module
Assembly Bracket are positioned.

The position for the devision of the module is specified by FIXNORDIC for each project and the dimensions for the current position
for each module is listed in the respected module drawings.
A correct installation is crucial for the complete installation and in case questions or uncertainties arise it is recommended that
FIXNORDIC is contacted befor the installation is continued.

W: fixnordic.dk
E: fixnordic@fixnordic.dk

